Lots of them. Keep selling,
keep marketing; pay attention
to your brand and its perception
in the marketplace. 'Analytics',
'feedback' and 'measurement'
are magic words. Make them
daily incantations. Focus on PR
and social media.
Employee advocacy and
internal champions are vital.
Your employees are the
most loyal advocates of your
brand and they have a lifesustaining, vested interest in
promoting the company they
work for and the products
or services it offers to the
public. Nurture this. The longterm sustainability of many
companies is forged on the
backs of ultra-loyal champion
employees who carry the
company ﬂag proudly out there
in the world. Think Google
engineers and 20% time.
Apple. Facebook. Uber.
Always have a positive bank
balance. Sell more than you
spend; i.e. more money is
ﬂowing into the business than is
ﬂowing out of it.
Streamline everything; from
your team to your business
processes, to your executive
compensation. Be cautious
with staff perks. Think Zen
minimalism when it comes to
staff and company expenses;
focus everything on the
marketing and selling of more
awesome products and services.
In this way the company and
the awesome people working
for it can be around for much
longer, providing the products
and services it is so loved for.
Eric Edelstein is the CEO of
DaddysDeals, a company that
markets high-end lifestyle,
hospitality and adventure
experiences from select vendors
to South African consumers. The
company recently diversiﬁed
its product range by starting a
subscriptions-based membership
offering (www.ClubDaddy.co.za).

HERE'S HOW I DID IT
KABELO NCHOLO, founder of marketing agency Yourself Management,
shares some of the goals he has set for his business for 2016…
1 Increase our reach: I am very
optimistic about 2016, especially because we are
engaged in ﬁnal talks with a major global brand
that is going to expose the business to the rest of
the African continent and this will give birth to
Yourself Africa.
2 Market through new mediums:
We have secured rights with one of the
digital broadcasters for running content on
channels through Yourself TV. We aspire to
feature entertainment and faith-based content.
We will continue to grow and respond to our
clients' needs by offering a variety of services,
which in turn allows the business to maximise
the income generated from each client.

I have ﬁve-year goals, which I have set for the
business every year since 2008, to measure
and discipline myself towards. These goals are
inﬂuenced by the changes in the industry and
where I want the business to focus. I openly
discuss the goals with my team and brainstorm
the possibilities, which is important as you
don't want to set impossible goals that could
affect the morale of the team. In this way, I
am assured of their consensus. We reevaluate
these goals
every six
months
or so.

3 Diversify: We're working to build the
business by adding a music label department,
Yourself Music, which will operate as an
independent recording label. This is driven by our
commitment to give the best raw talent out there a
platform to gain exposure.
4 Keep a close eye on cash ﬂow:
We will continue to be cautious when
spending, remembering that every cent spent is
ultimately taken off our proﬁt margin, and future
income is not guaranteed.

HOW HE GOT STARTED
When he headed to Joburg in 2001, Ncholo
had one goal in mind; studying medicine at
Wits. But after realising that the very sight of
blood made him sick to the stomach, he had
to come up with a new plan. He spotted a
gap in the market while working as a waiter
and moved quickly to launch an events
company that catered to matric farewells
called Yourself Function Organisers. Over
time this morphed into an events company,
focusing on event coordination, hosting
parties at clubs and coordinating events
for diﬀerent tertiary institutions. In 2008
the company started doing promotions in
Soweto and Ncholo decided to position the
business as a marketing agency. And the
rest, as they say, is history.
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What is your approach
to goal-setting?
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